
VIRTUAL TRAINING 
ETIQUETTE

338 Junior Wildcats Squadron



Welcome

MAKE SURE YOUR 
MICROPHONE IS 

TURNED OFF

MAKE SURE YOU ARE 
IN A QUIET 

ENVIRONMENT

PLEASE LEAVE YOUR 
CAMERA TURNED 
ON AT ALL TIMES



Rules of virtual training
◦ - You must be wearing your uniform adequately; 

◦ - You need to be sitting upright; 

◦ - Make sure you are not downloading anything; 

◦ - Be respectful towards others (just as you are in physical training) 

◦ - Be focused on your level activity - no multi-tasking; 

◦ - Use the « raise Hand » button if you wish to speak or ask a question; 

◦ - Do not create rooms other than the existing ones (staff can see them); 

◦ - You can use the chat option to write down questions - make sure you 
don’t forget them; 

◦ - Be patient (technology can sometimes bug); 

◦ - Always be in your level room; 

◦ - Use your squadron e-mail to connect to the TEAMS rooms; 

◦ - Do not share or publish unrelated content.



Audio

Camera

How does 
TEAMS 
work?

The bottom screen will 
show your friends 
when someone is 

presenting

Chat and 
« Raise Hand » 

Make sure to ask your staff any 
question if you need to! :)



Additional details
◦ You are required to be present in the Parade channel 

at 19:15 - this is when we share the latest news and 
messages (very important to assist); 

◦ You should always connect a few minutes before you 
are required to ensure we can begin on time; 

◦ If you are late, please signal your arrival to your staff 
cadet upon connection; 

◦ An adult is always present in every room to supervise 
cadet behavior and answer questions if required; 

◦ Always act as a proud 338 Squadron cadet; 

◦ Have fun! :)
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See you in virtual!


